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Trees  in  nature ...
                        trees  everywhere
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Trees ....
branching  structures  .....  

everywhere



The  Tree  of  knowledge
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Trees  in  the  stars  ?





understanding  the  universe  with  mathematics

The  infinitely  large ..

The  infinitely  large ..

The  stars, the planets, the galaxies,
the universe, its birth and history,
space, time, mater, ...



Galileo Galilei
1564-1642 Isaac Newton

1643-1727

Johannes Kepler
1571 - 1630

classical  
geometry classical  

mechanics
euclidian  geometry



Albert Einstein
1879-1955

Relativity  theory
restricted

general

gravitation







Trees  in  the  particules  of   light   ?



collégiale Notre-Dame Vernon





The infinity small ...

the atoms, the electrons
the particles of mater, of light, 
the photons, ....





Christian Huygens
1629-1695 Isaac Newton

1643-1727



the  light:

vibration  ?  or  particles  of  mater ?





If you are lost in the forest
 of mathematics, just relax 
and look at the pictures



look at a mathematical formula 
as some abstract art





Srinivasan
Ramanujan
(1887-1920)



The langage of mathematics
is like the langage used to write musics.

But mathematics are musics !

Usually, in school you only learn how to write mathematics,
but it is difficult to  hear the beauty of mathematics.



Paris



An example of mathematical object:
binary trees or mathematical trees

giving an abstraction of the trees 
in the world around us



From  trees  in  nature...
to  mathematical  trees















Trees  in  computers ...



computing  an  arithmetical  expression













































From  trees  to  rivers  ....
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river  or  segment  or  order  k









perfect  binary  tree

«very thin»  
binary  tree



correlation  between the  «shape»  of  the river network
and

the  structure  of  the  deep  underground

Prud’homme, Nadeau, Vigneaux,  1970, 1980



computer  graphics

ramification  matrix  of  
a binary  tree

Arquès, Eyrolles, Janey, X.V.
SIGGRAPH’89, IMAGINA’ 90



matrix  of
probabilities biorder  (k,i)



length

width

branching
angle
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angle

functions  of  the order  k
and  of  the  biorder  (k,i)
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binary 

search tree

random  
binary 

tree random 

mixing 3 ramification matrices



mixing
3 ramification 

matrices

3 «shapes»





















If there exist some beauty in these 
synthetic images of trees, 

it  is  only  the pale  reflection  of  the  
extraordinary beauty  of  the  

mathematics  hidden  behind  the  
algorithms  generating  these images

 



Numbers  theory



formal  power  series





Chebyshev 
 polynomials

trigonometry
Pafnuty  Chebyshev

(1887-1920)



Counting  trees ...



Binary  tree

number of binary trees
having n internal vertices

(or n+1) leaves  (external vertices)
n=7







Catalan  
number



Catalan  numbers

E. Catalan
(1814-1894)





A letter from  Leonhard  Euler
to   Christian  Goldbach ....

Berlin, 4  September  1751



Leonhard 
Euler

1707 - 1783
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from  triangulations
                  to  binary  trees





How  to  prove  the relation
between  the  distribution  of Strahler  numbers
and  Chebyshev  polynomials ?



Dyck  path



from  binary  trees
                to  Dyck  paths ....







reciprocal  bijection



































logarithmic  height





= 4





same  distribution  !





ramification  matrices
or  

mathematical  analysis for  the  shape
of  a branching  structures

How  to  «measure»  the  shape  of  a tree ?



Bernard
Gantner



ARBRES  aux  CORBEAUX Louvre  museum



ramification  
matrices

in  physics



digitous
fingering



Diffusion
Limited

Agregation

DLA









visualization  of  information



Visualization of information for very large graphs

extension of Horton-Strahler analysis for graphs



Tulip
D. Auber



trees  in  molecules ....















«complexity»  or  «order»
of  a  molecule

M. Waterman

















number  of  forest  of  trees
with  n  vertices

and  order  k



again
same 

distribution  !

number  of  forest  of  trees
with  n  vertices

and  order  k





Donald  Knuth



trees  in  the  particles  of  light  ?

The  infinitely  small



the quantum  world



quantum  mechanics
very far  from  common  intuition

particle: tendancy to exist  ... 
       the famous Schrödinger cat, dead and alive at the same time

space, time, mater, energy:  continuous or discrete ?



interactions between particles,     photons

Feyman
diagrams



deleting  the double infinite ...

recipe  for  cooking

quantum  renormalization

infinite sums of infinite quantities   ?!?



explanation  with
the  mathematics  

of  trees



Alain  Connes



Euclide  mathematics, many figures until Newton
          after, elimination of figures

Lagrange,  treatise on mechanics: not a single figure
                                     equations, identities, pure abstraction

Joseph-Louis Lagrange
1736 - 1813





today, apparition of «figures», but on another level

product of  two  binary  trees



proofs  with  «figures»

Combinatorial  
proofs



«combinatorial proof» of some identities  
                                           with  bijections, correspondences
combinatorial interpretations



«combinatorial proof» of some identities  
                                           with  bijections, correspondences
combinatorial interpretations





Srinivasan
Ramanujan
(1887-1920)

















The  idea  of  heaps  of  pieces







Combinatorial  Physics



Trees  in  the  stars ?

The  infinitely  large



classical  geometry and mechanics
Galileo, Kepler, Newton,...



general  relativity





general  relativity

quantum  gravity  ?

quantum  mechanics



?

particle as a violin  chord ...  ?
each  frequency corresponds  to  a  particle....  ?

strings  theory

Catalan  numbers



Alain  Connes

non-commutative  geometry



Carlo  Rovelli

loop  quantum  gravity

May  be  time  does not  exists  ?



foam  of  the   
space-time



Drawing
S. Numazawa

Ciel & Espace

baby
universe



quantum  gravity

causal  dynamical  triangulations 



Deepak  Dhar
TIFR Bombay

Xavier, you  should  have
a  look  at  these  papers:





P. Di Francesco E.Guitter C. Kristjansen

R. Loll

J.Ambjørn

2D  Lorentzian  
quantum  gravity











from  Dyck  paths
                       to  heaps  of  dimers





From  heaps  of  dimers
to  Lorentzian  triangulations







metamorphosis:

     Euler triangulations 
            binary  trees 
                  Dyck paths
                        heaps  of  dimers
                                Lorentzian  triangulations





Epilogue











National Geographic

























Il y a des arbres dans les étoiles,
des arbres dans les grains de lumière.

Les grands Maîtres se parlent à travers les siècles
dans le jardin merveilleux des Mathématiques.

Les théories mathématiques s’interpellent,
s’entrecroisent, renaissent, se fondent entre elles.

There are trees in the stars
trees in the particles of lights.

Mathematical theories call each other,
intercross, are born again, merge in themselves.

The great Masters talk each other through 
centuries in the wonderful  garden of mathematics.



The  end

thank  you  everyone  !
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